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also full score & parts
Shy one, shy one, shy one of my heart she moves with firelight pensely a part she

Tempo di variato

Carries with blushes + lipskinning from Toan side with water with her would I go

She carries in the cane - dies + light the candle Room

(ostracism)
Shy one

Shy in the doorway
Shy in the gloom

Shy as a rabbit
helpful shy to an sole in the water

Shy as a rabbit
helpful shy to an sole in the water
with her words I fly

Shy in the gloom

Shy in the gloom
Shy one

Shy one shy one shy one of my heart she moves in the firelight pensively a part she

Cancró in the air, a song to an oice in the water with their would, go!

Motto motto
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